
W H A T ' S  I N S I D E

What's happening with our new 
projects

Meet our Impact Editors of the
month

In December 2021, Editors for Impact completed a total of
6 videos for 3 charities. Learn more about the projects
below:

Our Impact Editor Lucy Leo created a 1.5 minute video for
Soundwell Music Therapy to provide a comprehensible
snapshot of their work and inspire the audience to
donate. Soundwell provides music therapy services for
adults who are living in the South West of England and are
affected by mental health issues. Lucy cleverly combined
interview footage with different B-roll shots, and used
fun animations to illustrate important messages. The
video has been published by Soundwell on their social
media to call for donations during the Christmas period -
you can check it out at the following link:
https://www.facebook.com/soundwellmusictherapytrust/
videos/339929201306430. Thank you so much Lucy for
your brilliant work!

Continues on Page 2....
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Next, our Impact Editor Matthew Wheeler
collaborated with Word Forest Organisation, a
charity that promotes sustainable development
through initiatives that preserve, conserve and
protect the environment and relieve poverty in
socially and economically disadvantaged
communities. Matt edited a total of 4 videos for the
charity. Each video is approximately 2-3 minutes
long and introduces the 4 pillars of Word Forest
Organisation ’s work, including Plant Trees, Build
Schools, Facilitate Education, and Empower Women.
Well done to Matt for creating such visually pleasing
and informative videos, we are sure that they will be
helpful in spreading Word Forest Organisation ’s
mission!

Finally, our Impact Editor Hans Hu edited a 2.5
minute long promotional video for the VIET
Foundation. The VIET Foundation is a charity
dedicated to helping students from rural villages in
Vietnam access quality education and ultimately
break the poverty cycle. Specifically, it supports
students through their College Scholarship and
Youth Scholarship programs. VIET Foundation
supports the students from the moment they got
selected until the completion of their education
journey. Hans selected and put together a series of
amazing visuals, which culminated in a very
touching video. Amazing work, Hans!
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I M P A C T  ED I TORS  O F  T H E  
M O N T H !

 BY CANDACE LAW, HEAD OF PROJECTS, E4I

Congratulations to our Editors of the Month - Ellie
Piper and Jasmine Savory! The two editors are
featured together this month as they have been
volunteering at Editors for Impact as a duo. In the
two projects that they have been assigned to, they
have shown immense dedication, passion and
professionalism. Learn more about their journey as
Impact Editors below:

Ellie, originally from Berkshire, is currently a
Marketing undergraduate at the University of Bath.
Her journey in making creative content began since
she was young. Art has always been her favourite
subject at school. Studying film studies and sociology
at A Level sparked her interest in exploring the
narratives behind each piece of art and highlighted to
her the power of advertising campaigns in igniting
social justice. This led her to pursue a career in
creative campaigns, as she seeks to enrich her
theoretical understanding of marketing at university
and is simultaneously teaching herself to use Adobe
Illustrator, Photoshop and Premiere. She is currently
using these skills to apply to different placement
roles and create commissioned artwork for clients.
Joining Editors for Impact has given her the perfect
avenue to practice creating valuable content and
acquire experience in liaising with clients while
contributing to meaningful social causes. 

Impact Editor Ellie Piper

Images courtesy of Matt Wheeler's project with Word Forest Organisation

Image courtesy of Hans Hu's project with VIET Foundation
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When Ellie receiving her first project from Editors
for Impact on designing a brand identity in
September 2021, she invited Jasmine, who is from
Reading and is studying Advertising and Public
Relations at the University of West London, to join
Editors for Impact and collaborate together on the
project. Jasmine loves graphic design, specifically
the process of finding visual solutions to problems,
and is skilled in Adobe Illustrator. She immediately
expressed interest in the project as she finds it
very meaningful to be able to build her skills while
helping non-profit organisations. 

Jasmine and Ellie have been friends since childhood!
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Impact Editor Jasmine Savory

Having been friends their whole lives, Ellie and
Jasmine have very good chemistry as editing
partners - Jasmine teaches Ellie editing skills,
while Ellie contributes insights from her marketing
degree. Although their first project with Editors for
Impact was unfortunately cut short, they were
offered a second project very soon. The editor duo
is now helping the charity Marlow Refugee Action
with reviewing their website visuals to increase
traction. Both of them have thoroughly enjoyed
working on projects at Editors for Impact. They
particularly enjoy the collaborative and meaningful
nature of working at Editors for Impact, as they
can speak and work with amazing people from
different charities and help them achieve their
goals.

With their zeal for editing and their excellent
teamwork, Editors for Impact has no doubt that
Ellie and Jasmine will become a successful
creative campaigner and graphic designer
respectively in the near future!

A snippet of the logos that Ellie and Jasmine designed for their first 
project at Editors for Impact


